NEW TUTHILL CENTIPEDE APPLE HARVESTER MODEL 2015
Fast
- it will pick up over 100 tonnes of fruit per day
Flexible - it can harvest in row widths up to 20 feet and down to 15 feet
Fits onto the tractor’s standard three point linkage
Compact - about the same height as the average tractor cab

A complete one-pass harvesting system

Superb cleaning in any conditions with a long wide hedgehog cleaner belt and a powerful fan

The new Tuthill Model 2015 Centipede Harvester can be used with a Tuthill Centipede Side Sweep and
Tuthill Front Brushes to provide a one pass harvesting system that can cover over one and a half acres
per hour. No need for extra passes down your orchard row and no need to blow fruit from between
the tree trunks. The Tuthill range of products are compact, efficient and economical to buy and operate.

THE COMPLETE TUTHILL CENTIPEDE HARVESTING SYSTEM
➥

The delivery elevator - can
load fruit into high sided
trailers. An adjustable fruit
delivery chute enables the
trailer to be completely filled.
High throughput cleaning
system - An adjustable long
spine rubber hedgehog belt
combined with a powerful
710mm dia. fan - cleans out
grass and leaf to meet today’s
cider maker’s standards. The
debris is dropped behind the
harvester’s picking head.
Automatic trailer hitch with
over-centre latching.
Machine carried on two
heavy duty castor wheels.

➥

Vertical elevator lifts the crop
and delivers it directly into
the cleaning system.
Machine equipped with its
own hydraulic system.
Cab mounted electric control
console makes it easy to
use and a generous oil tank
and oil cooler keep the
temperature low at all times.

➥

➥
➥
Tuthill Centipede Head Sweep - folds out for
the wider rows and back in narrow rows

An automatic lubrication
system keeps everything
running smoothly and
extends component life.
Tuthill Centipede Pick Up will gently harvest crops in
one pass.

Tuthill Centipede Side Sweep clears fruit from between the trees.
They work equally well on herbicide strips or grass.
They can be positioned to work in row widths from four metres
to six metres. No need to blow fruit.

Above: The Tuthill Centipede 2015 Harvester, Tuthill Side Sweep
and Centipede Front Brushes work well together to pick the heaviest
crops cleanly and gently.
Left: The Centipede Head Sweep is hydraulically positioned to suit
the row required.
Technical Specifications: Centipede Harvesting System
Centipede Harvester capacity: 15 tonnes per hour
Row width: From 4.5 metres (15 feet) to 6.0 metres (20 feet)
Height by tree trunk: 500mm, Overall height: 2.5 metres
Power system: Independent hydraulic system driven by PTO shaft
from the tractor
Cleaning systems: 800mm wide * 1100 metre long hedgehog belt and
710mm fan system
Trailer height: 2 metres
Centipede Side Sweep cleared width: 0.6 metres
Centipede Front Brush cleared width: 2.6 metres
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